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Please Read
About the Manual Identifying Information on the Cover
The front cover displays pertinent identifying information for this manual. Most important, are
the published manual number (part number) /ECN (date code).  Generally, when a replacement
manual is furnished, it will have the same published manual number, but the latest available ECN.
This provides the user with the latest information applicable to his machine. Similarly all
documents comprising the manual will be the latest available as of the date the manual was
printed, even though older ECN dates for those documents may be listed in the table of
contents.

When communicating with the Milnor factory regarding this manual, please also provide the
other identifying information shown on the cover, including the publishing system, access date,
and whether the document ECN’s are the latest available or exact.

References to Yellow Troubleshooting Pages
This manual may contain references to “yellow pages.”  Although the pages containing
troubleshooting procedures are no longer printed on yellow paper, troubleshooting instructions, if
any, will be contained in the easily located “Troubleshooting” chapter or section. See the table of
contents.

Trademarks of Pellerin Milnor Corporation
The following, some of which may be used in this manual, are trademarks of Pellerin Milnor
Corporation:

Ampsaver® Dye-Extractor®    Gear Guardian® Milnet® Staph-Guard®

Autolint® Dyextractor®    Hands-Off® Milnor® System 4®

Auto-Purge® E-P Express®    Hydro-Cushion® Miltrac System 7®

Autovac E-P OneTouch®   Mildata® Miltron Totaltrol®

CBW® E-P Plus®

Comments and Suggestions
Help us to improve this manual by sending your comments to:

Pellerin Milnor Corporation
Attn: Technical Publications
P. O. Box 400
Kenner, LA 70063-0400

Fax:   (504) 469-1849



MSSMA413AE/8530BV

ÈDOOR SEAL REPLACEMENT ON 
RAPID LOAD MODELS

ÊDoor Seal Replacement
The seal components referred to herein are contained in kits K28 0005R (for 60" machines) or K36 0003R (for

72" machines).

1. Remove old seal from the door cavity and carefully pull air tubing out of inner door so as not to cut tubing.

2. Remove as much as possible of the old adhesive from the rubber filler strip inside door cavity.

3. Carefully remove old seal from the air tubing fittings and attach new seal.

4. Carefully stretch new seal around door and into cavity. Because the new seal is fabric reinforced it is slightly
narrower than the old style rubber seal; the wall is thinner and it does not stretch as easily.  It will therefore
feel much tighter than the all rubber seal when stretching it over the edge of the door.

5. After new seal is fitted and aligned into the door cavity, close both doors and inflate. Check to see that seals
contact each other along the seam between the doors and that the seal contacts the shell front all around. To
check this, attempt to slide a piece of paper between these surfaces.

6. If the seal does not contact the shell at locations A or D (see FIGURE 1), open the doors and stretch the seal
toward these points.

7. If seals do not contact each other or the shell front in other areas, install rubber shims (part number 02
175267) between seal and filler strip as required to bring the seal further out from the door. Use adhesive
(part number 20C015A) to attach shims to filler strip.

8. If seals do not contact each other at locations A and B, (see FIGURE 1), then at these points, glue tapered
patches (part number 02 175134), as required, to the outside of seal (using adhesive 20C080C) to add thick-
ness.

9. After seal has been completely fitted, roll seal up on one side, and with a small brush, paint adhesive (part
number 20C015A) on filler strip to hold seal in place.

Ê

ÊDoor Seal—Preventive Maintenance

ËCheck Door Alignment About the Shell Opening —Each door must be centered in its respective
shell front opening. If the doors are not centered, the inflatable door seals will drag on the sealing edge of the shell
front as the doors are opened and closed. The doors can be moved in any direction for centering by loosening the
1/2" hex cap nuts which hold the door assembly to the hinge cross brace as shown below.

Location A—Seals must
contact each other and
shell front.

Location C—Seals must
not drag against shell
when door opens.

Location D—Seal must
contact shell front.

Location B—Seals must
contact each other and
shell front.

ÎFIGURE 1 (MSSMA413AE)

ÎDoor Seal Checks

Adjusting 1/2"
Hex Nuts.

Equal distant around entire
door.

ÎFIGURE 2 (MSSMA413AE)

ÎDoor Alignments
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ËCheck Condition of Door Seal Channel —Be certain the sides of the channel in which the door seal
fits are straight and that mainly the inner edge is not bent. See FIGURE 3 below. Because outer edge is double
thickness it is not likely to be bent out of shape. But it is possible for the inner edge to become bent as shown. 

ËReplace Worn Striker PLates —Each of the outer doors are securely held in the closed position by air
latches. These air latches snap into striker plates bolted to the shell front. If the hole in these striker plates becomes
worn, the shell doors will be allowed to move while the machine is in operation. It will look as though the doors are
“breathing.” This will cause rapid wear and premature seal failure. Striker plate components are shown below.

ËCheck Door Alignment In and Out —Misalignment of the doors in and out of the shell front opening can
be most often attributed to worn striker plates as described above. The doors should be adjusted so that, with one
door open and one door closed, the closed door’s inflatable seal channel will be centered on the shell front sealing
surface when viewed edgewise (see FIGURE 5). If the door latch mechanism is loose, worn, or mismounted the
door can travel too far into the machine, with the result that the inflatable seal can protrude past the door channel
and the shell front sealing surface and be scissored when the door is reopened.

ËCheck Seal Air Pressure —Air pressure on these inflatable door seals should be set and maintained at 25
to 28 PSI. Too high air pressure will cause blowouts and too low air pressure will cause not enough contact between
seal and shell front, thus movement and rapid wear. Kit K28 0011, which contains a fixed at 25 to 28 PSI regulator,
plus a pressure gauge is available from the Milnor® factory. If yours is inoperative, it should be replaced.

ËCheck Door Bumper —Be sure large rubber bumper (part number 60C075) on right hand door is in place and
not worn.

ÊSeal Vacuum Pump Feature
Since approximately June of 1980, all production machines have a vacuum pump which delays the opening of

the door by 7.5 seconds and during that time literally sucks the air from the inflatable door seal. This is the single
greatest extender of the life of the inflatable door seal. This feature is retrofitable to all 60" and 72" WE2 machines
manufactured prior to June 1980.  Order retrofit kit, part number K28 0013.

Double 
Thickness

Abnormal Inflated ConditionNormal Inflated

Bent Retaining
Channel

ÎFIGURE 3 (MSSMA413AE)

ÎDoor Alignment

Lower Door 
Striker Plate 
03 06209

72" Rapid Load 2-Pocket Only

Nylon 
Bushing 
02 18954

Right 02 18978
Left 02 18953

Upper Door Striker Plate

60" + 72" Rapid Load 2-Pocket

ÎFIGURE 4 (MSSMA413AE)

ÎWorn Striker Plate

WRONG: Door Too Far In
Shell Front
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